(Some) Gennels of Nether Edge and Hunters Bar1
This article is the second in a series describing circular walks to follow during a pandemic when the
Government advice is to exercise locally (the first “An Ascent of Turners Viewpoint” was described in
May’s Edge), and can be done starting from the Nether Edge Crossroads. The walk of 5.5km takes
you from the heart of Nether Edge to the boundary wall of the Botanical Gardens through six
gennels.
Although this walk does not pass through a park it does take the walker through a varied mix of
quiet streets and properties with about 150m of ascent. Three gennels not included because of
social distancing issues are Frog Walk, Toad Walk and Terrace Walk (between Junction Road and
Hardwick Crescent). These could be added when the alert level is low.
The maps used to describe the history of each gennel are taken from the series of Six-inch Ordnance
Survey Maps 1842-1952 (available online at the National Library of Scotland). The dates listed are
when each map was published. Three maps for gennels 1,5 and 6 are included in this article.
According to WikiDiff a gennel is the South Yorkshire version of ‘ginnel’, which used in both
Yorkshire and Lancashire. A gennel is a narrow passageway or alley often between terraced houses.
Snicket is another term that is used in North Yorkshire. The first passage described, Edge Bank, is
possibly too wide to be a gennel.
Starting from the Nether Edge Crossroads, walk 200m up Machon Bank Road to reach the entrance
to Edge Bank on the right hand side.

Gennel 1 - Edge Bank
The Boot family bought the land at Edge Bank and
Charles & Joseph Boot built the cottages in the late
1830’s and also a lane connecting the cottages
down to Machon Bank Road. Beyond the top of Edge
Bank there were fields on Cherry Tree Hill Common
as shown on the OS map of 18552.
In 1894 Elizabeth Newbould bought the fields and
the cottages at Edge Bank so that the planned
Meadow Bank Avenue Estate could be linked to
Machon Bank Road. The first house on Meadow
Bank Avenue was constructed in 1896 and the OS
map of 1906 shows the layout of the Avenue and
the completion of most of the houses on the south
side.

Continue to the top of Meadow Bank Avenue, walk straight across on to Kingfield Road and walk up
150m to the entrance to gennel 2 on the right.
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I thank Kay Phillips of the Nether Edge History Group for her help with the history of each gennel.
See appendix - map 1
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Gennel 2 between Kingfield Road and St Andrew’s Close
The area to the left of the gennel is the site of Kingfield House and its grounds which was
built in 1850. After its owner, Annie Bindon Carter, died in 1968 the house was demolished,
new houses were built on Kingfield Road and St Andrew's Close was created. On the OS map
of 1949 there is a small gap between the boundary of Kingfield House and the adjacent
property. The gennel was probably created at the same time as St Andrew’s Close on the
boundary.
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At the top of St Andrew’s Close turn right onto St Andrew’s Road and then left down Williamson
Road to meet Psalter Lane. Cross Psalter Lane and walk down gennel 3 to reach Sandbeck Place.
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Gennel 3 between Psalter Lane and Sandbeck Place
Gennel 3 is on the remains of the drive to Sharrow Mount, where a Workhouse was built at the end
of the 18th century. After the building of the larger Nether Edge Bierlow Union Workhouse had been
completed in 1843, the old workhouse was sold in 1845 to Henry Newbould of Sharrow House for
£1200 and turned into residential housing. All the houses except for one3 were demolished in the
1970’s for new housing on Sandbeck Place.
At the top of Sandbeck Place turn right onto Collishaw Road and keep walking straight downhill to
meet Sharrow Vale Road at the corner with Gilbert & Sons. Turn right and cross over Sharrow Vale
Road taking the next left down Steel Road to meet Neil Road and gennel 4 by the side of The Well
Church.

Gennel 4 between Neil Road and Ecceshall Road
The OS map for 1899 shows that the area on the South of Ecclesall Rd where the church now stands
was completely undeveloped. By the time the 1906 map was published the church and the houses
around it had been built and there is clearly a small space alongside it between Neil Road and
Ecclesall Rd. This suggests it may have been retained as a short cut/ pathway for people from
Sharrow, perhaps to get access to the front entrance to the church more easily.
Walk through gennel 4 and turn right on Ecceshall Road for 200m and then cross over and walk up to
the top of Wadbrough Road where you will find a well hidden gennel (gennel 5).

Gennel 5 between the top of Wadbrough Road and Dover Road
Gennel 5 is bordered by The Botanical Gardens which was opened in 1836. The OS map published in
18554 shows a lane directly connecting Botanical Road to the top of Wadborough Road (which was a
just a field boundary or wall). Most of the houses in the area were built towards the end of the 19th
century and at the beginning of the 20th century. On the OS map of 1894 Dover Road and Wigfull
Road existed but not Wadbrough Road. By 1906 all the houses on Wadborough Road had been
constructed and 2/3 of those on Wigfull Road. The gennel is the only remaining part of the original
lane. The impressive end house on Dover Road next to the gennel was constructed in 1893.
Apparently the gennel was used by carts to take sewage away.
Gennel 5 connects to Dover Road. Take the next right onto Wigfull Road and then right again up
Botanical Road to the top of Brocco Bank. Cross over Brocco Bank and walk along Endcliffe Vale Road
for 300m to reach Endcliffe Glen Road (3rd road on the left). Make your way down Endcliffe Vale
road turning right along Everton Road and then left along Rossington Road to reach Brooco Bank
again and Hunters Bar roundabout.
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Which one is left standing?
See appendix – map 2
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Gennel 5

Gennel 6

Walk up the right hand side of Junction Road taking the first right up Hunter House Road and then
immediate left up Pinner Road. Fulmer Road the second road on the right, appears from the bottom
to be a dead end. However, gennel 6 leading on to Penryhn Road is at the top on the left.

Gennel 6 between the top of Fulmer Road and Penryhn Road
Fulmer Road was created at the beginning of the 20th century. On the OS map published in 19065
neither Fulmer Road, Roach Road or the upper part of Penryhn Road existed. By the time this map
was revised between 1914 and 1915 (published in 1924) all the houses on these roads had been built.
Fulmer Road is unusual in that it is a cul-de-sac. Unlike Penrhyn, Hunter House and Hunter Hill roads,
the top of Fulmer doesn't connect into Roach road, which in turn connects with Psalter Lane which
have would be the main route into town (via Hansom Cabs and horse-drawn buses) for the kind of
people who were buying homes in this area. The gennel would (and still does) provide a shortcut for
residents living at its upper end. Without it they would have to walk downhill via Pinner Rd then back
up Penrhyn to reach Psalter Lane.
From Penryhn Road continue to walk uphill and turn left on Roach Road to meet Psalter Lane and
the top of Brincliffe Gardens. Take Brincliffe Gardens on to Osborne Road and then right along
Cavendish Road. Then return to the start via Lyndhurst Road and Barkers Road.
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See appendix - map 3
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Appendix – OS Maps - Six-inch England and Wales, 1842-1952
“Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland”
https://maps.nls.uk/index.html

Gennel 1

Map 1

Yorkshire 294 (includes: Sheffield.)
Surveyed: 1850 to 1851 Published: 1855

Gennel 5

Map 2

Yorkshire 294 (includes: Sheffield.)
Surveyed: 1850 to 1851 Published: 1855
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Gennel 6

Map 3

Yorkshire CCXCIV.SE (includes: Sheffield.)
Revised: 1901 to 1903 Published: 1906
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